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This research book follows on from the previous booklet: Helsinki: Ground Da-
tum. It looks more specifically into granite as a material and its potential for use 
in the construction of the proposed small urban quarry project of the new Kallio 
Common.

Geology 
> Finland’s underlying structure is a huge worn-down shield composed of ancient 
rock, mainly granite, dating from Precambrian time (from about 4 billion to 540 mil-
lion years ago). The land is low-lying in the southern part of the country and higher 
in the centre and the northeast, while the few mountainous regions are in the extreme 
northwest, adjacent to Finland’s borders with Sweden and Norway. In this area there 
are several high peaks, including Mount Haltia, which, at 4,357 feet (1,328 metres), is 
Finland’s highest mountain.
The coastline of Finland, some 2,760 miles (4,600 km) in length, is extremely indented 
and dotted with thousands of islands. The greatest number of these are to be found in 
the southwest, in the Turun (Turku; Åbo) archipelago, which merges with the Åland 
(Ahvenanmaa) Islands in the west. The southern islands in the Gulf of Finland are 
mainly of low elevation, while those lying along the southwest coastline may rise to 
heights of more than 400 feet (120 metres).

The Granite Bedrock
>  Finland, and Helsinki in particular, are constructed on a stable and dense bedrock 
of predominantly granite. By definition, granite is an igneous rock with at least 20% 
quartz and up to 65% alkali feldspar by volume. Granite is a light-colored igneous 
rock with grains large enough to be visible with the unaided eye.  It forms from the 
slow crystallization of magma below Earth’s surface.  Granite is composed mainly of 
quartz and  feldspar with minor amounts of mica, amphiboles and other minerals.   
This mineral composition usually gives granite a red, pink, gray or white color with 
dark mineral grains visible throughout the rock. Granite is the best-known igneous 
rock. It is the most common igneous rock found at Earth’s surface.

The granite bedrock in Finland is generally very close to the Earth’s surface. There are 
a number of areas in the centre of Helsinki where the granite bedrock protrudes from 
the ground and interrupts the cityscape. Many areas where this occurs has facilitated 
natural rocky public park areas raised up above the street level and often covered in 
mosses and lichen.  
The hard nature of the bedrock means that although specialist excavation machinery 
is needed for construction sites, the inherent stability of the ground allows for very 
stable substructures and often requires minimal reinforcement when cut and carved 
into.

An overview of the city and its bedrock and more specifically the chosen site for 
the project.

According to archaeological ev-
idence, the area now comprising 
Finland was settled at the latest 
around 8500 BCE during the 
Stone Age as the ice sheet of the 
last ice age receded.

The name Suomi (Finnish for 
“Finland”) has uncertain origins, 
but a candidate for a cognate is 
the Proto-Baltic word *źemē, 
meaning “land”.

00 INTRODUCTION: 
THE ROCK, HELSINKI
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The Site: Josafatinpuisto
> The site is located in the North of the city of Helsinki in the district of Kallio and 
sub-district of Alppiharjussa. It is a large grey/pink-granite outcrop which has an area 
of approximately 8,517m2 [167m x 51m]. This is the site for the proposed project.

‘Kallio’: The Rock
> Kallio is a district and a neighbourhood in Helsinki, the capital of Finland, located 
on the eastern side of the Helsinki peninsula about one kilometere north from the 
city centre. It is one of the most densely populated areas in Finland. Kallio (literal-
ly means “the rock”) is separated from the city centre by the Siltasaarensalmi strait, 
over which is a bridge called Pitkäsilta (“long bridge”). Traditionally, the bridge marks 
the symbolic divide between the bourgeois centre and the more working class areas 
around Kallio.
After the forming of the new centre in the 19th century, the city expanded northward. 
The intense industrialization which began in the 1860s in Helsinki saw the construc-
tion of the industrial areas around Sörnäinen harbour and to the workers’ district of 
Kallio, with the area becoming inhabited mostly by factory workers. 

However, most of the working-class families have long ago been replaced as the most 
typical Kallio residents by young adults and elderly people living alone, in a process 
which could be seen as some sort of gentrification. For many people who move into 
Helsinki from elsewhere in Finland, Kallio is the area where they first settle. Most 
flats are small, and rents are typically lower than elsewhere in central Helsinki, partly 
explaining the area’s popularity among students and artists. The small flat sizes also 
mean that Kallio is expected to resist full gentrification. However, the rents have in-
creased as the district has grown more popular and become an increasingly desirable 
area to live in.

Figure 01: Photograph taken on 
site in Kallio on the fieldtrip in 
October 2014. The image illus-
trates the site as a large granite 
outcrop in the city.

01
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Figure 02: Site photograph of 
Josafatinkallio looking south to-
wards the city centre. You can see 
the steeple of the Kallio Church 
from the site.

Figure 03: View from the site 
looking north with the residential 
housing blocks running along the 
northern perimeter of the site.

Figure 04: Bing maps aerial view 
of the site and Google Street view 
of the site from the south looking 
north east.

02
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History of the Site
> The site itself has had quite a turbulent history and has been a contentious site 
Kallio for a number of decades. The chronological history of the site is summarised 
as follows:

01. In 1901 Josafatinpuisto was included in the New Town Plan ‘Building Quarter’ 
to expand the city of Helsinki to the North. Until this time Kallio had been leased 
farmland which lay outside of the official city limits. When this lease ended in the late 
1800s the city of Helsinki purchsed the land for urban expansion. However, the site in 
question was not itself built on due to ‘the rock’ which at that time made it unfeasible.

02. The 1970s: Kallio became the working class area of the city. In the 1970s Josafatin-
puisto was earmarked for the first mass housing development blocks in the city. How-
ever, this proposition by the city was not welcomed by the community. The site has 
become an important public space which was frequently used as a meeting place for 
local residents, the warm rocks were used to dry washing on in the summer months 
and the area was an important oudoor space for the locals who did not have their own 
gardens. They took great pride in maintaining the outcrop and regularly cleaned and 
swept the site (see figure 07: cliff cleaning on site in the 1970s).
Ritva Hartzell led what is considered to be one of the first urban environmental move-
ments to prevent the mass housing development from engulfing this much loved 
public open space in Kallio. The development never came to fruition due to popular 
demand.

03. 1985 saw a new proposal for the redevelopment of the site, this time for a new 
sports hall annex for the sports campus nearby. However, due to lack of community 
support and also funding, again the site remained untouched.

Figure 05-06: The above images 
illustrated the site and how it 
looked in the 1980s after the area 
had begun to develop and expand 
the city northwards.

Figure 07: The rocky outcrop 
became a local treasure and 
people made effort to maintain 
and protect it as an important 
meeting place and public space 
in the district. This photograph 
shows a lady ‘cliff cleaning’ on the 
site in the 1970s.

05
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04. In 1992 the site finally gained Alpine Park status and was finally recognised as 
being an asset to the Kallio community and a natural rocky outcrop which was im-
portant to the local residents.

Josafatinpuisto Today
> Today the site still remains unbuilt on and untouched apart from a few park benches 
and a pathway which connects the site to the surrounding pavements. It is still a place 
where locals meet and congregate and sunbathe in the warmer weather. The granite 
rock here has become a monument and reminder of the city’s origin and the stable 
nature of the granite bedrock of Helsinki.

07 09

08

Figure 08-09: Photograph taken 
in the 1900s when development 
of the district was just beginning.
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Granite Overview
> Granite is a common type of felsic intrusive igneous rock which is granular and 
phaneritic in texture. The word “granite” comes from the Latin granum, a grain, in 
reference to the coarse-grained structure of such a holocrystalline rock. The term 
‘granite’ also applies to a group of intrusive igneous rocks with similar textures and 
slight variations on composition and origin. These rocks mainly consist of feldspar, 
quartz, mica, and amphibole minerals. These form interlocking somewhat equigran-
ular matrix of feldspar and quartz with scattered darker biotite mica and amphibole 
(often hornblende) peppering the lighter color minerals. Occasionally some individu-
al crystals (phenocrysts) are larger than the groundmass, in which case the texture is 
known as porphyritic. A granitic rock with a porphyritic texture is known as a granite 
porphyry. Granites can be predominantly white, pink, or gray in color, depending on 
their mineralogy. By definition, granite is an igneous rock with at least 20% quartz 
and up to 65% alkali feldspar by volume. Granite differs from granodiorite in that at 
least 35% of the feldspar in granite is alkali feldspar as opposed to plagioclase; it is the 
potassium feldspar that gives many granites a distinctive pink color. The extrusive 
igneous rock equivalent of granite is rhyolite.

Granite is nearly always massive (lacking any internal structures), hard and tough, 
and therefore it has gained widespread use throughout human history, and more re-
cently as a construction stone. 

Density + Melting Point
>The average density of granite is between 2.65 and 2.75 g/cm3, its compressive 
strength usually lies above 200 MPa, and its viscosity near STP is 3–6 • 1019 Pa·s. 
Melting temperature is 1215–1260 °C.

Granite has poor primary permeability but strong secondary permeability.

Mineralogy
> Granite is classified according to the QAPF diagram for coarse grained plutonic 
rocks and is named according to the percentage of quartz, alkali feldspar (orthoclase, 
sanidine, or microcline) and plagioclase feldspar on the A-Q-P half of the diagram. 
True granite according to modern petrologic convention contains both plagioclase 
and alkali feldspars. When a granitoid is devoid or nearly devoid of plagioclase, the 
rock is referred to as alkali feldspar granite. When a granitoid contains less than 10% 
orthoclase, it is called tonalite; pyroxene and amphibole are common in tonalite. A 
granite containing both muscovite and biotite micas is called a binary or two-mica 
granite. Two-mica granites are typically high in potassium and low in plagioclase, and 
are usually S-type granites or A-type granites.

Exploring the unique properties of granite as the prodominant bedrock material 
we are dealing with for the reconstruction of the Kallio Common.

The Underground Master Plan 
(UMP) of Helsinki reserves des-
ignated space for public utilities 
and important private utilities 
in various underground areas 
of bedrock over the long term. 
The Master Plan also provides 
the framework for manag-
ing and controlling the city’s 
underground construction work, 
and allows suitable locations to 
be allocated for underground 
facilities. 

01 GRANITE + PROPERTIES
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Composition of Granite
>A worldwide average of the chemical composition of granite, by weight percent, 
based on 2485 analyses:

SiO2 72.04% (silica) 
Al2O3 14.42% (alumina) 
K2O 4.12% 
Na2O 3.69% 
CaO 1.82% 
FeO 1.68% 
Fe2O3 1.22% 
MgO 0.71% 
TiO2 0.30% 
P2O5 0.12% 
MnO 0.05%

Granite always consists of the minerals quartz and feldspar, with or without a wide 
variety of other minerals (accessory minerals). The quartz and feldspar generally give 
granite a light color, ranging from pinkish to white. That light background color is 
punctuated by the darker accessory minerals. Thus classic granite has a “salt-and-
pepper” look. The most common accessory minerals are the black mica biotite and 
the black amphibole hornblende.

Almost all granite is igneous (it solidified from a magma) and plutonic (it did so in a 
large, deeply buried body or pluton). The random arrangement of grains in granite—
its lack of fabric—is evidence of its plutonic origin. Rock with the same composition 
as granite can form through long and intense metamorphism of sedimentary rocks. 
But that kind of rock has a strong fabric and is usually called granite gneiss.

Figure 10: A huge investment has 
been made by the city of Helsinki  
into the specialist machinery 
required to excavate and dig the 
required tunnels and under-
ground ‘caves’ for the proposed 
works taking place below the city 
surface. Granites inherent sta-
bility allows this to be done with 
very little if any reinforcement

10
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Figure 11: The Rock Room at 
UCL Geology Department where 
I spoke to Dr Wendy Kirk about 
Granite types common to Scan-
dinavia and Helsinki and Finland 
in particular.

11
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Figure 12: Thesis photographs 
show that granite, when cut thin 
enough with a waterjet cutter can 
become partly transparent and 
allow light to pass through it.

Occurence
> Granite is found in large plutons on the continents, in areas where the Earth’s crust 
has been deeply eroded. This makes sense, because granite must solidify very slowly 
at deeply buried locations to make such large mineral grains. Plutons smaller than 
100 square kilometers in area are called stocks, and larger ones are called batholiths.
Lavas erupt all over the Earth, but lava with the same composition as granite (rhyolite) 
only erupts on the continents. That means that granite must form by the melting of 
continental rocks. That happens for two reasons: adding heat and adding volatiles 
(water or carbon dioxide or both).
Continents are relatively hot because they contain most of the planet’s uranium and 
potassium, which heat up their surroundings through radioactive decay. Anywhere 
that the crust is thickened tends to get hot inside (for instance in the Tibetan Plateau).
And the processes of plate tectonics, mainly subduction, can cause basaltic magmas 
to rise underneath the continents. In addition to heat, these magmas release CO2 and 
water, which helps rocks of all kinds melt at lower temperatures. It is thought that 
large amounts of basaltic magma can be plastered to the bottom of a continent in a 
process called underplating. With the slow release of heat and fluids from that basalt, 
a large amount of continental crust could turn to granite at the same time.

> Outcrops of granite tend to form tors and rounded massifs. Granites sometimes 
occur in circular depressions surrounded by a range of hills, formed by the meta-
morphic aureole or hornfels. Granite is usually found in the continental plates of the 
Earth’s crust.
Granite is currently known only on Earth, where it forms a major part of continental 
crust. Granite often occurs as relatively small, less than 100 km² stock masses (stocks) 
and in batholiths that are often associated with orogenic mountain ranges. Small dikes 
of granitic composition called aplites are often associated with the margins of granit-
ic intrusions. In some locations, very coarse-grained pegmatite masses occur with 
granite.
Granite has been intruded into the crust of the Earth during all geologic periods, al-
though much of it is of Precambrian age. Granitic rock is widely distributed through-
out the continental crust and is the most abundant basement rock that underlies the 
relatively thin sedimentary veneer of the continents.

Weathering
> Physical weathering occurs on a large scale in the form of exfoliation joints, which 
are the result of granite expanding and fracturing as pressure is relieved when overly-
ing material is removed by erosion or other processes.

Chemical weathering of granite occurs when dilute carbonic acid, and other acids 
present in rain and soil waters, readily alter feldspar in a process called hydrolysis.
As demonstrated in the following reaction, this causes potassium feldspar to form 
kaolinite, with potassium ions, bicarbonate and silica in solution as byproducts. An 
endproduct of granite weathering is grus, which is often made up of coarse-grained 
fragments of disintegrated granite.

2 KAlSi3O8 + 2 H2CO3 + 9 H2O => Al2Si2O5(OH)4 + 4 H4SiO4 + 2 K+ + 2 HCO3

Climatic variations also influence the weathering rate of granites. For about two thou-
sand years, the relief engravings on Cleopatra’s Needle obelisk had survived the arid 
conditions of its origin prior to its transfer to London. Within two hundred years, the 
red granite has drastically deteriorated in the damp and polluted air.

Natural Radiation 
> Granite is a natural source of radiation, like most natural stones. However, some 
granites have been reported to have higher radioactivity thereby raising some con-
cerns about their safety.

12
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The Thinness of Granite
> It is widely known that marble can be cut into panels thin enough to allow light to 
pass through it and give it a transparency which is so beautiful. This is seen for exam-
ple in the Beinecke LIbrary in New York.
However, I was interested to see whether granite had any similar properties and 
whether it was too dense for a similar effect to be possible.

Although granite cannot be cut as easily as marble as it is far denser, it can still be done 
to create similar effects (on a smaller scale - see tests in Figure 12).
  
It would be expected that, using a waterjet cutting method, it would be possible to cut 
it to approximately 2.5mm thickness in maximum 400mm square panels. This would 
then transmit light as long as there were enough clear quartz crystals in the material. 

The rock could be cut thinner than this 2.5mm suggestion if the panel area was to be 
reduced in size.

Figure 19: Highlighted Cnc 
routed model demonstrating the 
retreating land shifts taking place 
in Finland in response to the 
research undertaken (pictured 
alongside the model demon-
strating the artificial vs natural 
reclamation of land).
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Figure 13: Beinecke Library, 
Yale University. Marble panelled 
facade creates amazing internal 
atmosphere in the day and 
external glow at night when the 
building is in use.
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A quarry is a place from which dimension stone, rock, construction aggregate, riprap, 
sand, gravel, or slate has been excavated from the ground. A quarry is the same thing 
as an open-pit mine from which minerals are extracted. The only trivial difference be-
tween the two is that open-pit mines that produce building materials and dimension 
stone are commonly referred to as quarries.
The word quarry can also include the underground quarrying for stone, such as Bath 
stone.
This project addresses the idea of a small community scale urban quarry in the district 
of Kallio in Helsinki, Finland.

Cutting the Rock
> The Josafatinpuisto granite outcrop will be partially excavated and quarried to cre-
ate the new Kallio common which this project is proposing.
The intention would be to have 3-4 small urban quarry zones (pits or strips) on the 
site which would sculpt the site and retain the existing site mass and reconstruct areas 
to create programmatic and architectural spaces for the community centre. Due to the 
small scale nature of this, so called, urban quarry, it will be a chance to celebrate the 
undervalued and underexploited granite bedrock of the city. This project intends to 
explore how granite can be used in construction in many different ways, not just as a 
cladding material which is the main use it seems to have in the city to date.
The rock is incredibly stable and has the potential to support itself in many instances 
without the need to reinforce etc. This chapter will explore the different cutting and 
excavation methods identified and also address the larger process cycles which will 
need to occur on site (such as water cycle).

Drill and Blast
> This is the technique which is used to extract large cubes of rock from a quarry sce-
nario or to tunnel into rock as is happening currently in the underground masterplan 
of Helsinki.
As the name suggests, drilling and blasting works as follows:
A number of holes are drilled into the rock, which are then filled with explosives.
Detonating the explosive causes the rock to collapse. Rubble is removed and the new 
tunnel surface is reinforced. Repeating these steps will eventually create a controlled 
cut in the rock or tunnel. The positions and depths of the holes (and the amount of ex-
plosive each hole receives) are determined by a carefully constructed pattern, which, 
together with the correct timing of the individual explosions, will guarantee that the 
cut will have the intended shape.

As the tunnel is incrementally excavated the roof and sides of the tunnel need to be 
supported to stop the rock falling into the excavation. Typical rock support systems 
can include:Rock bolts or rock dowels, Shotcrete, Ribs or mining arches and lagging
Cable bolts.

Cutting and excavating the stable bedrock: Exploring the idea of the urban 
quarry and rock extraction processes.

02 GRANITE + EXCAVATION

Figure 14: Image of quarry inter-
nal excavation spaces.

Figure 15: Concept model explor-
ing the architectural language

Figure 16: Image of newly blasted 
rock surface. This is called pre-
split.

15
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Sawing the Rock
> Chain saw
The multi axis chain saw is ideal for squaring blocks of granite, marble and stones. 
With this technology you are able to work without using water. All movements for 
positioning the blade are on double chromate columns which allows stability and 
stiffness. This tool is able to cut both vertically and horizontally along a prelaid track. 
[Figure 17]

> Wire saw
A wire saw is a machine using a metal wire or cable for cutting. There are two types 
of wire saw machines: continuous (or endless or loop) and oscillating (or reciprocat-
ing). Sometimes the wire itself is referred to as a “blade”. The wire can have one strand 
or many strands braided together. The wire saw uses abrasion to cut. Depending on 
the application, diamond material may or may not be used as an abrasive. A sin-
gle-strand saw can be roughened to be abrasive, abrasive compounds can be bonded 
to the cable, or diamond-impregnated beads (and spacers) can be threaded on the 
cable. Wire saws are often cooled and lubricated by water or oil. The saws allow the 
bottom of a quarry slab to be cut free (after the cable is passed through access drill 
holes); with the bottom cut, back and side charges (explosives) can cleanly cleave the 
slab. [Figure 19]

> Gang saw
This is a power saw that has several parallel blades making simultaneous cuts into 
one single block of granite or other stone material. A large volume of water is used 

Figure 17: The chainsaw quarry 
setup.

Figure 18: Large circular saw 
being used at a granite quarry.

Figure 19: Wire saw using water 
to cut the rock.

Figure 20: Gang saw cutting the 
granite block into thin strips.

17 18
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THE WATER CYCLE: 
> The water involved in lubri-
cating and cooling the machin-
ery and cutting process 
Groundwater - due to the low 
permeability of the granite any 
groundwater which collects 
on the site pits will need to be 
pumped out - this can often be 
used in the process elsewhere as 
cooling agent etc.

Figure 21: This image shows 
the waterjet cutting set up for  
precise cutting of the granite 
material.

Figure 22: The workshop tra-
ditional stone craft technique 
of chiselling and sculpting 
smaller blocks of stone and 
rock by hand.
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for this process [Figure 20]

> Circular saw
The circular blade here sits on a track and cuts only in the vertical axis using water as 
a lubricant and cooler.[Figure 18]

Crushing the Rock
> Once the rock has been extracted into small boulders/ rocks rather than larger 
blocks or slabs it can be crushed. The granite can be crushed into a variety of grades: 
from tiny pieces to form aggregate for concrete, to small gravel stones, to larger 
stones or small rocks which can be used in gabion walls amongst other applications.

Waterjet Precise Cutting
> A water jet cutter is an industrial tool capable of cutting a wide variety of materials 
using a very high-pressure jet of water, or a mixture of water and an abrasive sub-
stance. The term abrasivejet refers specifically to the use of a mixture of water and 
abrasive to cut hard materials such as metal or granite. Waterjet cutting is used in 
various industries, including mining and aerospace.[Figure 21]

In the Workshop
> There are several ways in which granite can be worked and sculpted on asmaller 
workshop based scale which includes using tools and methods of chiselling, carving 
and grinding or even CNC milling beds to contour and sculpt a smaller block of 
granite rock. [Figure 22]
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Figure 22: Herzog + de Meurons 
Napa Valley Winery uses gabion 
walls.

Figure 23: The quarry dust or 
granite slurry can be used as 
aggregate in concrete or also as 
fertilizer for plants. It can also be 
used as a ceramic glaze and gives 
an orangeish colour.
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Figure 24: Grinding the granite 
rock and sculpting it on site with 
machinery

Figure 25: Fragment model illus-
trating how these methods might 
create an architectural language 
for the new Kallio common ‘pits’ 
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The types of granite in Helisnki are largely grey granite, red-granite and also the more 
rare rapakivi granite. There are distinct differences in how granite can be finished.  
Choosing the finish can affect not only the look of the stone, but it’s surface tenden-
cies as well. The following will explore several different granite finishes and impli-
mentation.

Raw
> The raw granite finish is fairly self explanatory - it is granite which is left untreated 
and unfinished. It retains its natural appearance, irregularities and roughness of the 
natural rock face. There are numerous areas which will have a raw finish in the new 
Kallio common proposal. Much of the existing granite outcrop will be maintained 
and the only changes to the finish of the rock in these areas will be due to natural 
weathering and erosion.

Polished
> Polished granite gives the rock a high shine and very reflective surface texture as is 
often the case with granite countertops and bathroom finishes.
As it implies, a polished granite is the most shiny and reflective surface.  This is con-
sidered a glossy mirror finish. The full color, depth, and crystal structure of the stone 
is visible.  Your stone appears darker the colors seem richer than what you would see 
from the raw stone. It will also highlight more of the character out of your natural 
stone, making it the most desired and most chosen option for counter tops.

The surface is much easier to keep clean and free from staining.  A polished finish 
seals or closes more of the pores of the stone surface which helps the stone repel mois-
ture.  It is nearly impervious to weather and chemical wear.

The harder the stone is that is being polished, the harder it is to polish and therefore it 
is more likely to retain it’s shine for a long, long time.

Honed (Matte)
> To achieve a honed surface finish, the finishing process ends prior to the buffing 
stage. The result is a smooth surface without reflection. A perfectly honed granite 
finish is one without scratch marks. The finish remains flatter than a full gloss polish. 
Generally this finish is preferred for floors, stairs, or other locations where the pres-
ence of water might make a polished finish slippery, or where foot traffic may wear off 
a polished finish. A honed finish is much more common for marble counter tops, as 
marble is a softer stone and therefore the polish scratches more easily.

Taking the high gloss polish off of your stone will decrease the depth of color, and 
depending on the type of granite, can make it more susceptible to surface staining.

Exploring the different granite finishes

03 GRANITE + FINISHES

Figure 26: Image of natural gran-
ite outcrop penetrating concrete 
facades as a feature.
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Figure 27: Blasted natural 
granite rock face in the interior 
of the Helisnki Rock Chuch 
which is sunken into the gran-
ite bedrock.

Figure 28: This is a photograph 
of a granite area which has 
been cut away to form a road 
and has a indented, ridged 
appearance as a result of the 
cutting process.

Figure 29: A conceptual 
research model exploring the 
landmass of Finland and its 
stable granite bedrock.

27
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Figure 30: Polished granite finish

Figure 31: Water finish smooth 
but uneven cut surface.

Figure 32: Honed (matte) granite 
finish.

Figure 33: Thinnest honed finish 
allowing light to transmit.

30 31
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Ridged
> The so called ridge finish is one which comes about as a result of the quarrying/ drill 
and blast process which leaves vertical recesses in the rock face as can be seen on a 
large scale road cutting example in figure 28. 

Water Finish
> This is a finish which produces a smooth but uneven surface to the granite. It is 
achieved by using a high pressure water nozzzle which washes out the softer minerals 
from the stone’s surface and gives a uneven more natural looking finish which can still 
be smooth enough to have as a wall or floor surface.

Thin
> The intention, as mentioned in the earlier chapter ‘Granite + Properties’, there would 
be areas in the Kallio common proposal where transluscent thin granite panels would 
be stitched together to give a similar effect to that achieved in the Yale Bienecke rare 
manuscripts library.  Made marble and granite, the exterior gives the illusion that the 
building is completely solid when viewed from the outside. It’s ‘windows,’ along the 
exterior, consist of marble panes that are 1 1/4 inches thick and are framed by granite. 

Crushed
> Crushed granite can be used to create gabion walls and finer stones/ dust can be 
used to create topographical interest and signify the waste product of the traditional 
quarry - although in this instance nothing relating to the granite excavation and con-
struction will be removed from site as waste.
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Figure 34: Granite ‘bricks’ as 
building material - regularising 
the natural material in construc-
tion.
Figure 35: Gabion wall  and 
granite quarry dust waste product 
(which can be used as concrete 
aggregate or ceramic glaze etc)
Figure 35: Granite and light. 
Heavy granite contrasting with 
natural light in the Temppeli-
aukio Church also known as ‘the 
Rock Church’ carved out of the 
hard natural granite bedrock.
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Figure 37: Granite being carved 
on site with specialist grinding 
machinery and granite quarries.
Figure 38: Natural raw granite 
finish.
Figure 39: Natural weathered 
granite in Helsinki along the 
coast and granite gabion retain-
ing wall rubble assortment.
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In Helsinki it became obvious that lichen and mosses in particular seemed to thrive in 
this climate from the woodlands to the granite shoreline and parklands.
The New Kallio Common proposal will look to exploit the fact that granite rock seems 
to naturally be host to a great deal of natural plantlife.

Lichen
> A lichen is a composite organism that emerges from algae or cyanobacteria (or 
both) living among filaments of a fungus in a mutually beneficial (symbiotic) relation-
ship. The whole combined life form has properties that are very different from proper-
ties of its component organisms. Lichens come in many colors, sizes, and forms. The 
properties are sometimes plant-like, but lichens are not plants. Lichens may grow like 
a tiny, leafless, branching shrub, like it has leaves (foliose), like a crust of paint on a 
surface (crustose),or have other growth forms.A macrolichen is a lichen that is either 
bush-like or leafy. A microlichen is everything else. Common names for lichens may 
contain the word “moss” (e.g., “Reindeer moss”, “Iceland moss”), and lichens may 
superficially look like and grow with mosses, but lichens are not related to mosses or 
any plant.
Lichens don’t have roots that absorb water and nutrients like in plants. Instead they 
produce their own food from sunlight, air, water, and minerals in their environment.
They are not parasites on the plants they may grow on, but only use them as a sub-
strate to grow on or in.

Lichens occur from sea level to high alpine elevations, in a very wide range of environ-
mental conditions, and can grow on almost any surface. Lichens grow on bare rock, 
walls, gravestones, roofs, exposed soil surfaces, and in the soil as part of a biological 
soil crust. They can survive in some of the most extreme environments on Earth: 
arctic tundra, hot dry deserts, rocky coasts, and toxic slag heaps. They can even live 
inside solid rock, growing between the grains. Some lichens don’t grow on anything, 
living out their lives blowing about the environment.

It is estimated that 6% of Earth’s land surface is covered by lichen. Colonies of lichens 
may be spectacular in appearance, dominating much of the surface of the visual land-
scape in forests and natural places, such as the vertical “paint” covering the vast rock 
faces of Yosemite National Park.

Mosses
> Mosses are small flowerless plants that usually grow in dense green clumps or mats, 
in damp or shady locations. They do not have seeds or any vascular tissue. At certain 
times they produce thin stalks topped with capsules containing spores. They are typ-
ically 1–10 cm tall.
Mosses are commonly confused with lichens, hornworts, and liverworts. Mosses, 
hornworts, and liverworts are collectively called “bryophytes”. Bryophytes share the 

Granite as a growing surface

04 GRANITE + NATURE

Figure 40: Moss and lichen cover-
ing a granite outcrop in Helsinki, 
Finland central park.
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properties of not having vascular tissue and producing spores instead of flowers and 
seeds. Bryohpytes have the haploid gametophyte generation as the dominant phase 
of the life cycle. This contrasts with the pattern in all vascular plants (seed plants and 
pteridophytes), where the diploid sporophyte generation is dominant.
Mosses are in the phylum (division) Bryophyta, which formerly also included horn-
worts and liverworts. These other two groups of bryophytes are now placed in their 
own divisions. There are approximately 12,000 species of moss classified in the Bryo-
phyta.

The main commercial use of mosses is for decorative purposes, such as in gardens and 
in the florist trade. Traditional uses of mosses included as insulation and for the ability 
to absorb liquids up to 20 times their weight.
Moss can also be used as a substitute for insulation as is done in traditional village 
communities in Iceland.

Vertical Growing Walls
> On visiting Finland one thing I began to notice was the abundance of nature and 
growth even in the city. 

Knowing that lichen and mosses are able to naturally thrive on rocky granite surfaces, 
I would like to begin to incorporate moss and lichen garden elements into the New 
Kallio Common. These can be pockets sculpted out of the rock or areas which can 
be planted into drill holes waiting for future blasting to excavate and develop the site 
further.

Figure 41: Caixa Forum vertical 
green wall with planting pockets 
recessed into it resulting in a 
dense planted facade.

41
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Figure 42-44: Images showing 
different types of lichen growing 
in rocky terrain such as granite.

Figure 45: Typical image of green 
moss covering rocky outcrop in 
suburban Helsinki woodland 
area.
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Key to the development of the proposal for the New Kallio Common will be the com-
bination of the raw granite material with other materials to create the architecture.
Granite cannot exist independently on the site without partnering up with other 
materials. This chapter will explore a number of possible materials which could po-
tentially pair up with the granite to create atmospheric and enjoyable spaces both 
internal and external.

Granite and Earth/ Nature
> The site itself has a certain amount of topsoil and earth as well as the obvious granite 
rocky outcrop. This could be used to create rammed earth walls and also formwork 
against which to cast other materials such as concrete.
Figure 46 illustrates how granite bricks were combined with natural rock and rammed 
earth to create a contrasting front elevation in California.

The softness of the earth in conjunction with the hard granite is an interesting pairing 
which could be explored further in the scheme on site.

Granite and Light
> The pairing of granite and natural light which can be seen in figure 14 and 47 in the 
granite quarry and the Rock Church, Helsinki, respectively, is very enticing. 
The idea that slots and gaps in the facade or roof could allow light shafts to penetrate 
into the structure would give very seductive interior and exterior spaces in the com-
munity centre which would change according to the times of day and season.

Granite and Water
> Granite and water is a pairing which is seen endlessly around the city of Helsinki 
along the coastline and archipelagos. There are numerous effects of the pairing of 
these two materials the three most relevant being as follows:

01. Reflective nature of still water in granite pools (granite is not very porous meaning 
water easily collects in pockets.
02. Granite and erosion by water passing across the surface of the rock - creating 
smooth, worn areas of granite.
03. Water and granite gives very effective echoes which would again create an atmo-
sphere to semi-internal spaces in particular.

Granite and Wood
> The two main raw materials readily available in Finland is granite rock and timber 
from the vast forested areas outside the city. The connections between granite and 
wood could be interesting to explore - potentially using traditional peg and interlock-
ing joints.

Granite will always exist alongside other materials in the New Kallio Common 
scheme.

05 GRANITE AND...

Land reclamation: 
usually known as reclamation, 
and also known as land fill (not 
to be confused with a landfill), is 
the process of creating new land 
from ocean, riverbeds, or lake. 
The land reclaimed is known as 
reclamation ground or land fill.. 
Usually related to an artificial 
process.
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Figure 14: The Observatory Hill 
Park, Highest point in the city of 
Helsinki standing at 32m.

Figure 15: Granite revealed in the 
city making up areas of inner city 
urban parks and roundabouts etc

48 51

47 50

46 49
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Figure 52: Temppeliaukio Church 
concrete and natural granite 
materials sit next to each other.

Figure 53: Concept model ex-
ploring the idea of building and 
recessing highly rigid forms in a 
natural granite topography.

Granite and Concrete
> Granite junctions and connections to concrete cast forms would also be a nice ma-
terial junction to look into. As seen in the Rock Church in figure 52 opposite. The nat-
ural against the precast form of the concrete is a nice, fairly subtle material contrast.

Granite and Glass
> The Rock Church, Helsinki employs the use of natural carved granite bedrock and a 
glass roof very successfully. The light comes into the rock space from above and gives 
a lovely feel to the sunken internal church space.
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The resarch and analysis undertaken and discussed in this document has been fun-
damental in setting up a a clearer understanding of the properties and granite as a 
construction material in different forms and through different technology and ma-
chinery.
This booklet has set up a series of topics to consider during the design process. Un-
derstanding the methods and processes involved in excavating and sculpting the site 
(with zero material waste) will be very useful for the development and progresssion of 
the scheme for the New Kallio Common.  

Granite: About the Rock will now be a kind of toolkit which I will be constantly refer-
ring to in order to approach the design in a sensitive and logical manner considering 
the unique qualities of the raw material which we are dealing with on the proposed 
city site.

Predictions for implementation on site in Helsinki 

07 CONCLUSION

Figure 54 (Opposite): A Concep-
tual drawing of the subtractive 
excavation and cutting processes 
going on on the Kallio granite 
site.
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08 APPENDIX I

Conceptual fragment model photographs of excavated ‘pits’ in response to the 
techniques explored
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Opposite: Reference images 
which influenced the initial 
concept site model at 1:200.

This page:  1:200 initial concept 
model of the site and its division 
into specific zones or pits which 
would be developed inde-
pendently. 
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This page: This model was a 
fragment bricolage model at 
1:100 to try and explore an archi-
tectural language and build up 
a spatial analysis in response to 
the researched granite excavation 
methods etc

Opposite: This montaged model 
is an initial bricolage of a possible 
‘pit 01’ constructed on the Kallio 
site.
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Figure 55: This model was a 
fragment bricolage model at 
1:100 to try and explore an archi-
tectural language and build up 
a spatial analysis in response to 
the researched granite excavation 
methods etc

This page: This montaged model 
is an initial bricolage of a possible 
‘pit 01’ constructed on the Kallio 
site.
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